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The historical evidence for a tripartite division
of Formal, Informal, and Elevated registers:
the Airs, the Elegantiae, and the Eulogia of the Odes•
Shengli Feng and Jan Vihan

I. The stylistic mechanism of binary opposition in contemporary
language
In current research, style has come to denote two opposed communicative functions of
language in direct social interaction: formal and informal; colloquial and elevated. To give
an example of the former: there is a difference between treating a foreign guest and chatting
with a classmate. To give an example of the latter: there is a difference in the way neighbors talk to each other and the way one prays to spirits and ancestors. The different functions of Formal and Informal styles have long been recognized but the independence of
Elevated style (note that elevated style is not the same as formal style) has not yet gained
wide acceptance. Several years ago, Feng (2010) 2 and Wang (2012i suggested a basic
outline of stylistic register grammar, proposing that formal and informal, popular and ceremonial, together form two opposed basic register dimensions. 4 Within this system, colloquial, standard, and elevated styles are considered three principal factors in differentiating
stylistic registers. To give an illustration of this:

We would like to thank Professor Wang Weihui from his provocative and inspiring discussions this
paper has greatly profited. We would also like to thank my fellow students Li Guo. Hu Bo, Qian Zhen,
and Su Jing for their suggestions and generous help of finding relevant materials and infonnation concerning ancient and modem styles.
2 Feng Shengli 11~J)J}-fiJ, .. Lun yuti de jizhi jiqi yufa shuxing Mbaftftfti¥JtlffiJJl)U=tiRH~Jif.t (On the mechanisms of the Register System and its grammatical property]", Zhongguo Yuwen !fl~~)C 5, 2010,
400-412.
3 Wang Yongna IiJ<M~... Shumian yuti ""he"zi dongcixing bingliejiegou de gouchengjizhi illtlli~ftft'".lll
"!:f:!liiJ~f.£~~1J~*MI¥-JfMmttJ!illi1J [The structural mechanism of pred!cate coordinating phrases using
the conjunction he in Written Chinese]", Shijie Hanyu Jiaoxue tttW.~iffifi!p: 2, 2012,188-197.
4 Biber, Douglas, .. Register, Genre, and Style". Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,2009; and Feng,
Shengli 11~JWj:f1J, .. Yuti yufa: xingshi gongneng duiyinglU de yuyan tansuo il!tftftiffi$: mj\JJJ~f.J.l!t4!
BtliiH ~-~~ [Yuti (Stylistic Register) grammar: A linguistic exploration of the fonn-function correlation]", Dangdai Xiucixue 'M'i-\~{I~M~ 6, 2012, 3-12.
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In the above examples, the difference between formal and informal is extremely clear and
there is no need to elaborate them further. But the distinction between Elevated and Nonelevated demands special attention: according to the rules of ancient syntax: in place of~
in the example l.b
should be used. ;it should not be used. As in:

Elevated (ancient terms)

z

2. a. He ordered him (~Z) to tum the troops and oppose the Jin invaders. ~Z.immtifffi
~-fi'](! (Gongyangzhuan, 12th year of Lord Xuan)
casual
(slang

colloquial
vernacular

standard
literary)

b. The Duke of Guo asked for a vessel. The king gave him the jue wine vessel. Wf0~
§,.:E. -TZ~ (Zuozhuan, 21st year of Lord Zhuang)

(modern Chinese)

Fig. I The register composition in the binary stylistic system
Fig. I reflects the hypothetical system of three-way stylistic registers. Several notions within this system need to be elaborated. First, colloquial and standard form a pair of "contrasting concepts." That is to say, to employ the label "formal expression" in a theory is to
realize a certain "degree of formality", which is weighed against an opposed notion of a
"degree of informality", or, "degree of colloquialism." There are no absolute formal or
informal styles in this system. Thus to determine "Formal" and "Informal" is always a
matter of"degree." And for the same reason, "Elevated" and "Non-elevated" also constitute
a contrastive pair whose members can illuminate one another and thus facilitate the differential classification of"highly elevated" and "very elevated."
The second important notion within this binary stylistic system is the following: while
the opposition of Formal and Informal styles is realized in a synchronic linguistic system,
the mechanism of Elevated and Non-elevated styles operates by introducing ancient expressions into the modem language through the process of amalgamation of two tongues (Feng,
2009, 2011, 20I2i. Therefore, the former represents a synchronic linguistic phenomenon,
while the later constitutes the "synchronization of diachronic language." To give an example:
1. a. Formal: It is required to undertake an examination in culinary arts . .lfi~§if§ff~f~
=I= Colloquial: Even in cooking one must be tested. fi&~~~~.
b. Elevated: In due course the school principal will give him (;!t.) the explanation of the
matter. JOO!ey.Ef:J:4s:f3C:®i~:f1t~" =I= Colloquial: Come the time the boss will tell him
what happened. ¥UB~~~-im~mfi&~ZPI@JIJ

During the Zhou Qin period, "~Z" could not be replaced by"~~"; and in standard
ancient Chinese ''.:YZ.~" could not be replaced by "r~fi". Apparently, the modern
Chinese sentence "In due course the school principal will give him(~) the explanation of
the matter" does not opt for Ancient Chinese usage but instead for Middle and later Chinese
6
usage of ;!t.. (Sun 2012, 101-121 ). This brings up two linguistic questions that merit further research:
I) Why does modem Chinese opt to use ancient Chinese?
2) Why does it still wish to make choices in the way it uses the ancient language?
Once we have the theory of the Elevated stylistic register, these questions can be readily
solved. As has been stated above, Elevated style uses the distinction between ancient and
modem language to increase the distance between the speaker and the listener. Its function
is to demonstrate "the degree of linguistic elevation," and thereby to express the cultural
position and educational background or the respect in the speaker's mind (as is the case of
respecting spirits during the sacrifice). That is why one uses archaisms in place of modem
7
language. And as for wishing to change that archaic language, one uses ancient language
not "to retu.rn to th~'past" but "to serve the present" (i.e., the stylistic demands of the day).
Therefore, m order to use the past to serve the present" one must also adjust to contemporary style and grammar, as the rule of amalgamation of synchronized diachronic languages
postulates. In fact, based on the above theory, the notions of ancient and present are also
contrastive. This is an essential notion in synchronic linguistic research. 8 For example:

6

7
~M~tl. ''Lun hanyu yuniO de xingtai gongneng yujufa yanbian de lishi fenqi ~~imlfft
Wl'f.Jmtmr}Jfmftf.iJr!ilii~IY-Jlfi~?tM (On the morphological function of prosody and the chronology

5 Feng Shengli

of syntactic change in Chinese]", Lishi Yuyangxue Yanjiu lft..sEllH ~¥l'Vf1E 2, 2009, 11-31; ••vuti yufa
jiqi wenxue gongneng fiHHM:ir!liUt3t*J1Jft~ [Yuti (Stylistic Register) grammar and literary function]", Dangdai Xiucixue •ljtf~~M* 4, 2011,1-13; "Yuti yuanli jiqi jiaoji jizhi iffiftft)jj{J11!,&~3(:~
tlffi!J [The theory of Yuti (Stylistic Register) and its mechanisms of communication]", Hanyu Jiaoxue
Xuekan }iiift~~*flJ 8, 2012, 24-49.

8

f!tt!ii, Xi~ndai shumianyu zhongde wenyanyufa chengfonyanjiu JJH~i:!Jtlli~aHtJ:t~nt ~
~ii.r.&?tl'Vf1t ~Constituents of Classical grammatical elements in Modem Written Chinese], Beijing~!:

Su? Dejin

Jr.: Shangwu Y mshuguan, 20 12.
The q~e~tion of how ~o use archaic language to express '"elevation" springs from an even deeper cultural
and sptntual source; m the future this may well develop into a new subject of research at the intersection
of literature and linguistics.
See Feng Shengli fJJiJDj~IJ, "'Lun hanyu shumianyu yufa de xingcheng yu moshi ~@tillh!:fi:fl:iiiftiift~£1(]
~.r.&ft~A [On the fonnation and the fonnality of Written Chinese grammar]", Hanyu Jiaoxue
!u~kan,~fift~~.~flj I, 2005, 17-49; Zhang Bojiang ~iotr, ••vuti chayi he yufa guiiU i~!Hift~~lO
imiiM!W [The dtfferences of Yuti (Stylistic Register) and the laws of grammar]", Xiuci Xuexi *ill~
~ 2,2007.
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3) Elevated: "Resplendent indeed were the schemes of King Wen." 15Am~ ' :X±.~ !
(Book of Documents, Zhou Documents, Junya Chapter flij~· Fc3~·:g 5f)
Non-elevated: "How generous the support he gave! What a glorious king!" W$[@! ! ;B;
Z±5Jr5Ji:~! (Shiji, The Hereditary House of Chen She ((j:~·IS*~ili:*) )
Both exclamations Zai and Hoyi praise the king. But while during the Han dynasty the
proclamation "Resplendent indeed" would be considered archaic, "Elevated style" and
"How generous the support he gave!" would be deemed contemporary colloquial.
To present readers both appear as thousand year old archaisms, both are thus considered
Elevated style. The complex question of what period writer was using what kind of language to express what type of style to create what kind of linguistic effect constitutes the
latest new area of linguistic research. Stylistic theory tells us that, in investigating language,
let it be an even ancient language one cannot but differentiate between past and present. In
distinguishing archaic from modem one has to be specific in regard to what constitutes each
period's archaic and modem. Obviously, for scholars researching historical lexicon and
syntax and their application, as well as for those investigating the aesthetics of the language
feel in different periods, and their composite sty listie effect, the sty listie register theory
adds a new dimension that can help them understand the stylistic register phenomenon used
in ancient statements and their explanations.
For example, in the Rites of Zhou, Offices of the Earth chapter, Minister of Instruction, the
Suiren (Chief Officer in Charge ofthe Wilds) section ( «ffll*L·!-tir§a.J~·~A» ) :"In
general, in managing the wilds, through forced labor one coerces the 'populace' (I!It). }L¥t:i
If, I2A "f;1ftJ~IHt" Zheng Xuan glosses: "The text changes people ( ~) into populace (iiJJ){=
IHt) to differentiate inner from outer. Populace is cognate with silly; silly is the appearance
of being ignorant." 9 Stylistic register theory facilitates the following observation: the intention behind Zheng Xuan 's gloss is to explain the conversion of the linguistic form 'people'
into 'populace' in the Suiren: "inner" means near, "outer" means far, "to differentiate
inner from outer'' is to say "distinguish between near and far." To use the dissimilarity of
expression to convey the relative distance and proximity of a relationship is precisely the
communicative function of lexical stylistics in articulating the relational intimacy and detachment, or, distance and proximity. Why do people ( ~) and populace (fiR) have the different effects of intimacy and distance? The Xinshu iff!f, Great Government :}(i&, second
part states: "People (min ~) is cognate with dark (ming ~), populace (meng ifJi) is cognate
with blind (mangl§T)" 10 Zhao Qi's Punctuating the Mengzi, Duke Wen of Teng, first part
states: "mang i£ designates savage people." Sun Yirang in Correcting the Meaning of
the Zhou Rites, scroll29, says: "Min ~ refers to the people, it is the shared appellation for
the people of the four quarters. The characters meng 1Ht and ~ mang intersect, both are
special terms for the peasant people from the fields and countryside, thus the Shuowen
glosses meng IHt as 'field people.' Fields have to be in the open country, that is why Gao
You glosses the Intrigues of States, Intrigues ofQin rtm!PJJ•·~Jft, as: Country people are
referred to as meng mt. Zhao Qi glosses the Mengzi, Duke Wen ofTeng chapter: Meng Hit
9 The original text is as following: -tl:~ :··~· ~· j§f•it)j C=IBt) ', ;W:;r~!A.J-t:B. iijj~tff; itf.li~~tB.
10 The original text is as following: ;Jc~Z.~ j§f
~m; it)jz~ i§f
1¥1 if?..

m.

m.
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designates savage people. Fields and open country have to be outside the walled city; that is
why this book calls the people outside the six gates as meng IHt. The Searching out the
Hidden Meaning ofthe Shiji, The Hereditary House of the Three Kings, quotes the Sancang
.=::tf: •The border people are called meng IHt'. The Mozi, Honoring the Worthy, first part
says: 'The multitudes within the city, the ming iiJj people ofthe four comers.'Four comers
are the border villages beyond the suburban areas." 11
From the above we can see that in the context of the ancient culture and political system, "'min ~"and "'meng I!It" are quite dissimilar: "meng Hit" specifically designates "border people"or "savage people." Now who are the "savage people"? Consider the following
ancient glosses: "'Savage people are coarse and rough, they contrast with the educated elite
from the towns and the capital. Also, those outside the walled city are referred to as savage
people."(Jia Gongyan quoting Zheng Xuan's gloss on the Analects.)
"Rustics is the designation for people without official rank and salary." (Analects, On advancement): "'To first approach someone with rites and music would be the conduct of a
rustic. To only later enter with rites and music is the manner of a man of refinement.") (Liu
Baonan's commentary)
4

'[Guan Zhong] would be ranked as a person from the outskirts or countryside. He could
never be steeped in benevolence and propriety; that is why he was of no use to the ruler."
(Xunzi, Broad Outline): As a person, Guan Zhong employed achievement instead of propriety, exercised craftiness in place of benevolence, that is why he could not serve as the Son
of Heaven's minister." (Yang Jing S commentary)
4

"Those warlike people of the western regions lack men of refinement." (Liishi Chunqiu,
Relying on me~ of. refinement). Gao You's commentary: "The Di, the Qiang, the Hutang,
those west of LI River, and the Bo are all savage people; the settlements at the Pianze River
and Songlong are all rash people. All these lack in men of refinement."
It is not hard t~ see that "savage people"designates those "outside the walled town 4", "peo-

ple from outskirts and rustic people" include even "those warlike people of the western
regions without men of refinement." All these various explanations uniformly elucidate that
the social position of the "meng people", or, "savage people", as well as the socio-cultural
attitude of the time toward them, differed from the "people." It is precisely these differences that can produce the stylistic function of, in Zheng Xuan's words, "differentiating
inner and outer." 12
11 Sun Yirang f~~b~, Zhou Ting Shu Lin fttiliiil£**, Beijing ~tli(: Zhonghua Shuju, 2010.
12 ~everthe~ess, Jia Gong~an's commentW?' states: ..The Grand an~ Lesser Ministers of Instruction managmg the s1x towns/provmces all have ..mm ~,and not ..meng Ill(". To substitute ..meng Blt"for ..min ~"
is just to differe~tiat~ inner f~on:' out~r, that is all, ~er~ is no difference in meaning. To explain ~ as
dark and to explam IIIC as stup1d 1s tom both cases highlight the appearance ofbeing ignorant." We
see that Jia Gongyan by no means finds contrasting semantic aspects in the ..difference" between ..in=
and outer," and instead explains both as ..the appearance of being ignorant." Sun Yirang, on the othe~
hand, maintains their dissimilarity, stating in his Zhouli Zhengyi, scroll 29: ..The 'Lushi' states: ~ fJf
Jtftj~ ~- By the means of [these grains] they help the people. This is the same as ~ "F fll tflj~ ~ of the
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2. The Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia in the original Book of Odes
Although scholars in general acknowledge the existence of different linguistic registers in
natural speech, the three-way division of stylistic registers (Informal, Formal, Elevated)
needs still to be validated. This article will provide evidence that there actually exists a
foundation for the ''three stylistic registers hypothesis" whereas it is still a long term endeavor of the study of stylistic register grammar. Nevertheless, even if the principle of three
~tylist~c r~gisters has only recently been formulated (Feng 20 I 0) and thus still awaits deeper
mvesttgation and verification, the Airs feng, the Elegentiae ya, and the Eulogia song of the
Odes furnish it with a compelling historical testimony for the hypothesis presented here.
2.1 The social function of the Odes
What are the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia of the Odes? This question needs to be
approached by first asking: what are the Odes and what is their function? Confucius states:
~'As for the Odes, there are three hundred of them. To sum them up in a phrase: 'In thinkmg, do not stray."' Apparently, the Odes are about the correctness vis-a-vis the straying of
"thinking." The Analects, Taibo Chapter, further adds: "Engender it through the Odes,
establish it in Rites, complete it with Music." From this passage we can glean the relation
of Odes to Rites and Music: the Odes are first followed by Rites, then Music. Now what is
the function of the Odes? The Analects, Yanghuo Chapter says: "My darling young ones,
w~y aren't you learning the Odes? The Odes can stimulate you, teach you a way of seeing
thmg~, how to associate with one another, as well as how to keep your distance. In private
they mstruct you on how to serve your parents, in public on how to assist the ruler; they
teach you the names of birds and beasts, the terms for plants and trees." This is the social
role of the Odes: to glue together, i.e., to approach; to keep at a distance, i.e., to move
away; to serve the father, i.e., to respect the immediately present; to assist the ruler, i.e., to
respect the far away. These are all either implicit or explicit, direct or indirect, functions of
style. In other words, people use the Odes as a linguistic tool that regulates person to person
relations and the degree of their distance and proximity. Mencius even went a step beyond
Confucius by explicitly proposing that, in terms of social relations, different odes serve
different functions: "The ode 'Kai Feng' discusses a slight mistake of one's family member, while in the ode 'Tiny Cap' the relative's error is grave. To disregard one's relative's
grave error only increases separation, on the other hand, to resent a family member's slight

C~assi~, the Mao Commentary on the Wei Feng, Poem Meng as well as the

Shuowen gloss on meng as

m_m nea~er of them differentiates the two." If Sun Yirang points out that neither Mao Heng nor Xu Shen

differentiates the two, there must logically be a difference between ~ and mt. Sun Yirang apparently
recognizes the difference between the two terms. What is that difference? He does not say. We can infer
from this that the difference between Zheng Xuan's "inner" and "outer" is actually an age long controversy. Now to use textual evidence to show that the "inner" and the "outer" are a matter of stylistic "distance" and to demonstrate that words with different meaning and reference are used to complete the linguistic operation of "expressing distance and proximity" is to precisely carry out one type of stylistic
grammar operation. In this way style finally overcomes a thousand year old obstruction.
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mistake is to be incapable of gratefulness. To increase alienation is against filial piety, to be
incapable of gratitude also goes against filial piety." (Gaozi, first part). Apparently, odes
like Kai Feng or Tiny Cap reflect the intimacy and estrangement, distance and proximity in
interpersonal relationships. As a matter of fact, the odes not only affected relationships
within the family and between the neighbors, they also gave an expression to a higher purpose of human life. Mencius continues: "The Odes say: 'Heaven gave birth to the multitudes of people, endowing each entity with a norm. People hold onto what is normal in
them; they are attracted to this resplendent virtue.' Confucius commented on this ode:
'Whoever composed this ode truly knew the Way. Because the moment entities come into
existence there must be a norm underlying them; because people hold onto what is normal
in them, they will be attracted to this resplendent virtue."' The quotation further illustrates:
one only "composes" an ode to elucidate "the Way, i.e., the norm, the resplendent virtue."
This is because the odes have the further role to articulate the norm, or, pattern of things.
The political role the Analects ascribes to the Odes is even more obvious. The Analects, the
Zilu Chapter states: "The Master says: If you hand the government to a person who can
recite all three hundred odes yet he does not succeed in his administration, or if you send
him out on an embassy to distant lands yet he cannot as much as elicit a reply, even if you
have scores of people like this, what is the use ofthem." This is the function ofthe formal
style that the odes exhibit in regard to "accomplished administration" and '~foreign affairs."
Furthermore, in the Discourses of the States, Discourses of the Zhou: "Yang Shexi of Jin
was getting married into the Zhou clan .... The Duke of Jing was pleased about this ... and
gave a speech saying: ~The bright Heaven has fulfilled its decree."' Or, in the Mencius,
Gongsun Chou chapter: "The ode says: 'Even before heaven was covered with clouds and
send down the rain I had planted these mulberries in the ground, then linked their branches
to make doors and windows, how do these lowly people dare to disgrace me?' Confucius
said: 'Whoever composed this ode indeed knew the Way! Once you know how to govern
the state, who woul~ dare to disgrace you."' No doubt this is an ode about governing the
state. In the same vem, the Mencius, the Lilou Chapter, second part says: "As the traces of
the kings vanished, the odes perished. Only after the odes perished did Confucius make the
Spring & Au~umn «J€Ftk» ."The Odes perished alongside the "traces of the kings", that is
why the Sprmg ~Autumn were used to supplant them. Putting it this way, the Odes also
possess the spectfic role of the Spring & Autumn to strike fear in "the disloyal minister and
the treacherous son." This quotation in tum is about the relationship of the odes to the fate
of the country, or, to the traces ofthe kings.
To summarize, the Odes not only have the ritual and musical functions, they can also
deploy the _mo~es of "stimulating, discerning, associating, drawing apart" to effect and to
~egu~ate daily mterpersonal relationships. The Odes not only bring out the inherent pattern
m thmgs, but can also
. be employed in foreign affairs and in governing the state. Of course,
another even more Important role of the Odes is "to sacrifice and to report to the spirits and
~ncestors." .The Guoshu liizhong «MmR~ii)) in Yin Zhou Jinwen Jicheng 238 states:
The sovereigns and the ancestors are sternly watching from above, the rest of us are down
below." Here "above" refers to the spirits and ancestors of the past generations "below"
designates the lords and kings of the present time. Odes, Greater Elegentiae, The Great
Brightness: "Bright, bright down below; impressive, impressive high above" is essentialJy
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an ode praising the ancestors. Therefore, the Great Preface-:J\.ff. highlights another important role of the Odes as: "to report achievements to the numinous and bright."
Faced with the Odes' various roles in communication and with their manifold social
functions, how did the editors of the Classic of Odes decide on their divisions to characterize these various effects? Of course, the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia are the result
of their decision, but the question is what are the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia? Do
these three genres bear any relationship to the roles discussed above? In this paper, we
p~o~o~e th~ following: the Shijing (Odes) system of the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogta ts tdenttcal with the fundamental role of style; one answer to the centuries old riddle of
~hy the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia were split (or classified) into three and not
mto two, four, or five, is that it implicitly conforms to the tripartite division of the mecha13
?ism ~f stylistic registers. In other words, Shijing's Airs, Elegentiae, and Eulogia either
mtentt~nally ?r unintentionally complied with the intrinsic property of style, that is to say,
acc~rdmg to mformal, formal, and elevated stylistic registers and their functions (i.e., the
soc tal role of language), weighed and divided the more than three hundred odes into informal Airs, formal Elegentiae, and elevated Eulogia.
2.2 The stylistic properties of the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia 14
What are the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia? In his Shijizhuan, Part One, Zhu Xi
C1130-1200) of the Song Dynasty closely touches on style: "The Airs are poems based
on folk son~ and nursery rhymes." In the first part of his Chuci jizhu he again says: "Airs
(/eng) are Iynes from the lanes and villages concerning customs and the thoughts and fee 1mgs of boys and girls." Without doubts, Airs are popular, non-standard song poems. What
are the Elegentiae (ya)? The Elegentiae in the Odes are divided into Lesser and Greater
Elegentiae. Mao's Great Preface states: "Ya flE is to say correcting; they discuss the source
13 Rites.ofZhou, Offices of the Spring Chapter, Grand Instructor Section: "[The grand instructor] teaches

the Sl~ styles/principles of poetry, namely, Airs, direct description, comparison/juxtaposition, arousaUsett!ng th~ tune: Eulogia, and Elegentiae. Dadai Liji, Investing Pots: There are twenty six odes in the
Eulog1a sectton, e1ght of them can be set to music, namely "Cry the deer,""The raccoon head '"'Nest the
ma!Wies,""Piuck, pluck the duckweed,'"'Piuck, pluck the artemisia,'"'Chop, chop the sandal 'tree,'"''The
wht~e colt," "Yu." Eight pieces are incomplete and cannot be sung. Seven pieces in the Shang and Qi
sect1ons can be sung, three fall in between. This particular classification of the odes into Airs and Elegentiae does not conform with the classical version. Likewise, the Rites and Ceremonies "The rites of
Yan,"list_s the od~s "Guan, guan cry the ospreys,'"'Getan,'"'Rolled up ears,''and "Nest the Magpies"-- in
the classical vers1on all these odes appear in the Zhounan and Shaonan sections of the Airs -- in the Ele~entiae section. Again the classifications differ. The differences here likely have to do with the respective tunes/music, and are better to be discussed in a separate paper. Nevertheless, even if the specific
~oems are classified differently, the division into Airs, Elegentiae, and Eulogia and the respective functions of each form do not differ. Elegentiae are the melodies of the courtly high music, Eulogia are
songs used in the temples while praying and sacrificing to the numinous and bright, Airs are folk songs
from the countryside. Thus, in its aim, the tripartite division of musical genres conforms to the division
of linguistic stylistic registers.
14 The individual pieces within each of the Airs, Elegentiae, and Eulogia sections were composed at different times; this is another factor in their respective division. As a matter of fact, there are time, place, and
degree of colloquialism dependent stylistic differences even among the odes classified as Airs. Without
doubt, these are all important questions that can only be raised here but that deserve further research in
the future.
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behind the rise and fall of royal government. When it comes to government, there is greater
and lesser, that is why there are greater and lesser elegentiae." Zhang Taiyan in his Explaining the greater and lesser odes, Part One says: "When it comes to refinement in music,
there are two types, one is called greater and lesser, the other is a music instrument." Zheng
Xuan in his commentary on the ''Shengshi~Biti Flute teacher'' says: "The ya has the shape
of a lacquer tube with a narrow mouth, it is two wei mil wide, a foot and six inches long, is
shod in sheep leather, and two buttons draw it together." Based on this, ya is the name of a
musical instrument. But Zhang Taiyan also states: "Greater and lesser ya were initially the
sounds of Qin people imitating the wuwu .~ .~ sound of a crow." Based on Explaining the
greater and lesser odes, "ya" was originally a dialect pronunciation. Just in line with this,
Zhu Xi in his Shijizhuan 9, states: "Ya fiE means correcting; it is an attuning song (official
song)." In other words, the elegentiae of the Classic of Odes are song poems in a standard
formal style. Moreover, from the point of view of exegesis, Ya refers to Xia :1:, the royal
territory surrounding the Zhou capital. Therefore the poems, ballads, songs, and music from
inside the Zhou capital territory are called ya Gust like today the capital dialect is called
Mandarin). This ya is called by virtue of its correcting property, therefore ya poems in the
correcting style also get this name. To put it in another way, "the elegant words (ft~,
standard/official language)" in "that which the master stated in elegant words" refer to "an
utterance in the officially correcting pattern style," and the "ya poems" in the Greater and
Lesser Elegentiae of the Odes are "poems in the officiaVformal style of a correcting pattern." Although spoken words differ from poems, they share the distinction between the
formal and the informal variety.
Now what are the Eulogia (song ~ft)? "The Biographies of the scholars" of the Honshu
state: "When Masters Tang and Chu received the students and the instructors (when they
paid a call on the academics), they all raised their clothes and scaled the main hall, their
demeanor was very serious." 15 We can see that Eulogia can be a kind of etiquette or ceremony. The text further says: "Master Xu of Lu was skilled in Eulogia." Van Shigu's commentary quotes from Weisu Lin ltB1* of Sanguo: "The 'Ancient Ceremonies of the
Han' designate two officials for the matters of d:corous appearance and majestic presence."
As for "decorous appearance," the Shuowen «~Jt)) states: "Song is to say appearance."
Mao's Great Preface to the Odes states: "Song is the quality and the appearance of the perby its attainment one reports to the numinous
fectly complete charismatic potency de
and bright." Zhen Xuan's sub-commentary: "Song~ is cognate with 'recite' (song ~m)."t6
To summarize, song ~fi is the sacrificial etiquette in the ancestral temple and the song
hymns used therein to eulogize the spirits. There is a direct connection between sacrificial
poems in the temple and a solemn canonical style. At the end of the "Ruilang fubi shiM~

m,

15 The original text is as follows: ""/M~, fft~I!m±m-1-~. ~oWl±, ~:t<.D:~, ~JHfltt!l."
16 Duan Yucai's Shuowen Jiezi Zhu, Ji section, ~Jt entry: "According to the Great Preface, song refers to
the quality and appearance of one's charismatic potency. But by virtue of its explaining song as
xingr~n? rather than x_ingsong, we ~ow that rong had long been used as a loan for song. This song is
the oragmal character an the expresston rongmao, appearance. Further in the Shuowen one reads: Smelting is a method of casting a utensil." Van Shigu says: Rong is the mold for an iron utensil." Duan Yucai
adds: "Modem readers typically miss its sense." If a§ is the mold; ~ is the pattern, style; and ~Jj is
likel~ the loan. for ?a'!, then, accordingly, ~11 has the intention of ceremonial manner, just comple-

mentmg ya bemg glossed as corrective.
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;#C~~, of the Qinghua bamboo slips released in 2013, there is a signature stating: ''This is
a song eulogizing the Duke of Zhou." 17 Applying evidential scholarship, the poem Cither
dance ?f. Duke of Zhou reads as follows: "As long as there is awe and might above, respect/vtgdance will manifest below." This poem not only elucidates the location (temple),
the c~unterpart (a~o~e), and the content (to report merit) of the Eulogia ode style, even
more Importantly, It Illustrates the attitude involved in using this style, i.e., might and respect, the tone of the solemn style. One can observe the same in the "Cap Eulogy JFt~Jf" of
the Family Sayings ofConfucius:
"The summer of the following year, in the sixth month, after the royal burial had
been carried out, to give Cap-ceremony to the king Cheng. He approached the ancestors and summoned the feudal lords in order to present himself as the sovereign. The
Duke of Zhou ordered Zhu Yong to compose an eulogy. Zhu Yong composed a poes~ that _went as: 'Help the king to be close to the people, to live long years, to use his
time wisely, to be generous with his wealth, to keep company with the worthy, and
to e~~Ioy the capable.' His eulogia went as follows: 'On an auspicious day of a
propitious month, the king first put on his mourning clothes. The deceased king had
a youthful aspiration, his mind was invested in service, he was venerated like the
bright heaven, the six directions all modeled themselves on him. He leads the ancestors, forever without end. "'
From the above dialogue we can make out the motivation behind the composing of an
eulogy, we can also see that an eulogy may not only be a song poem(~) but can also be a
18
poesy (1¥). We can also see that ancient people were extremely thoroughgoing in their
demands and procedures in regard to the Eulogia, elevated style.
W~.~lso need to point out that since Zhu Xi first put forth his musical aspect theory in
the Shy1zhua~ ~~'!$, there has been no dearth of differentiating the Airs, the Elegentiae,
and the Eul~g•a.on the basis of musical criteria. Zhu Xi states: "Eulogia are temple hymns."
Ruan Yuan m hts Explaining the Eulogia develops this point even further:

'~Song ~Ji ~eing glossed as splendidly complete charismatic potency has an additiOnal meanmg. The character ~Ji (eulogy) is the same as ~ (appearance). ~,
ff'
are all cases of one sound alteration, ancient documents often substitute
one for the other. The character fl (manner) that circulates in popular literature and
first a~pears in the Tang Rhymes is also this~ character. Thus there is nothing profound m recognizing that saying: 'Zhou Eulogia, Lu Eulogia, Shang Eulogia' is like

*

17 ~e ~ditional .title is "The Zither Dance of the Duke of Zhou" which is a case of ..same composition
With different t1tles." See Tsing Hua da xue cang zhanguozhujian(san) «1H¥::k~ijflftljH~t'Jfm· =)) .
18 See Wang C.H., The Bell and the Drum: Shih-Ching as Formulaic Poetry in an Oral Tradition, Berkeley-Los Angeles-London: University of California Press, 1974. And Chen Zhi M!§&. ..Cong
"Zhous?.ng"yu jinwen zhong chengyu de yunyong lai kan gushige zhi yongyun ji siyanshiti de xingch~n~ ~. «ffll~'ft» Jil~Jt.!f!mtmHt-J:ill!ffl*~h!r~~Z..fflfti't&lm~~Ut¥Jmmt [On the application
of 1d1om m Zhou eulogy and Chinese Bronze Inscriptions to explore the rhythm of Chinese ancient poetry and the formation of the four character verse]", Kua xue ke shi ye xia de Shijing yanjiu ~JJ:-'4-m.!l!f
r!Y-JW'fl~IVF1L [Cross-disciplinary research on the Classic of Poetry], ShanghaLl·.t¥: Shanghai Guji
2010, 25-27.
'
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saying 'the manner of Zhou, the manner of Lu, the manner of Shang.' Each piece in
these three Eulogia denotes a particular dance countenance (rong?£¥); that is why it
is called song. Just like the later operas of the Yuan Dynasty, they are sung and
danced to the accompaniment of particular instruments."
Here Eulogia are explained as the musical dance tunes used during worship and sacrifice.
Wang Guowei, however, disagrees with this explanation that Eulogia constitute dance tunes
or movements. In his article "Explicating the Zhou Eulogia" Wang Guowei suggests: "In
his article 'Explaining the Eulogia' Ruan Yuan is right on target in explaining the basic
meaning of song, but we are afraid he is wrong when he claims that each stanza in the
Three Eulogia represents a particular dance countenance/movement." Wang Guowei instead puts forth another extremely important fact: "The cadence/intonation of the Eulogia is
slow in comparison to Airs and Elegentiae." He then reiterates:
"The distinction between the Airs, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia should be sought
in terms of rhythm. Although it is impossible to fully grasp the aspect by virtue of
which the Eulogia precisely differs from the Airs and the Elegentiae, if we are, nevertheless,
to push the point here, then we would say that the Eulogia are slower
rhythmically than the Airs and the Elegentiae. How can we prove this? We would
say: The Airs and the Elegentiae are rhymed, the Eulogia are often without rhyme.
In general, the reason why song poems deploy meter, rhyme, or a combination of the
two is to delight the listeners .... The specific reason why the Airs and the Elegentiae deploy rhyme and meter is to speed up the cadence. On the other hand, the reason
why the eulogia often lack rhyme is because their cadence is slow. The purpose of
rhyme/meter is thus lost. Consequently, they do not use rhyme. This is one proof.
The second, related proof is that the eulogia are not being divided into stanzas."
Speaking from the point of view of stylistic grammar, the Eulogia are a typical representative of solemn canonical style, they are "religious incantations." As a matter of fact, Wang
Guowei's "slow cadence" explanation can stand as another clear proof for the solemn canonical style of the Eulogia: slow rhythm and solemn style possess an intrinsic form-andfunction correspondence; more precisely the "slow rhythm form" corresponds to "solemn
purifying function." 19 And for the same reason, the "Record of Music" in the Records of
Rites states: "Listening to the tune of the Elegentiae and Eulogia, one's will and intention
are broadened; clutching the shields and battle axes, the body moves to the tune, facing up,
bending down, recoiling and stretching, one's countenance acquires solemnity; connecting
individual postures, keeping the beat, the alignment is made correct, advance and retreat
level out." Here the effects of following the tune and cadence of the Elegentiae and the
Eulogia is said to be: "Solemn, correcting, and leveling;" apparently, the gravity of music
and the solemnity of style come out of the same rule. To put it differently, the reason why
19 In reality, many odes in the Lesser Elegentiae section are extremely close to the Airs of States section,
and differ greatly from the Greater Elegentiae. Thus, in order to be ascertained, the ancient three-way
division of the Odes still awaits more throroughgoing examination of Classic of Odes• individual compositions and their subdivisions. We would like to acknowledge Wang Weihui"s suggestions here. Furthermore, Chen Shixiang·s ( 1974) article first employs the English translations eulogia, elegentiae, and
airs. He also uses various angles to discuss their stylistic differences.
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3. The mechanism of stylistic registers and the criteria for their
identification

Beijing Normal University); Value fairness, value ability" (Nankai University) represent
the sense of diachronic distance, while Beijing University's "Freedom of thought" is a
representative of synchronic distance. These are all stylistic differences that can be assessed
on the basis of modem people's linguistic intuition. Thus people from Beijing can directly
tell us which of the expressions A gen B", 'A he B"... "Ayu B"... "A tong B" is the more
colloquial:
~& gen > ~ he > !/& yu > !OJ tong

As has been said above, the gist of the stylistic mechanism is distance. 21 There are two
types of distance: synchronic and diachronic. Speaking from the synchronic context, these
two different directions are relatively easy to identify and differentiate. For example, Harvard's motto "Veritas (truth)" embodies diachronic distance (Latin), while its expression as
"Search for Truth" expresses synchronic distance. In contemporary English, the difference
between "benevolence" and "kindness" can be understood as synchronic distance. The
mottoes of Chinese universities are just like that: "Be the paragon of action" (the motto of

Here > indicates that the elements on the left side are more colloquial than those to the
right. Similarly 44gei ~A.~ 7> rangljiao ~!n4.~lr* ~- >
tlfA.~ 7are different stylistic expressions in contemporary Beumg dialect (Beu~n~ people do .not
use the passive marker lJ1l bei in their everyday speech). And, also pertammg to style (m a
spoken form), the ways Beijing people use "bie ].;1j don't" and "beng M don't'' are also
different:

44

music is divided into the Air, the Elegentiae, and the Eulogia is to differentiate the "popu20
lar, the official, and the solemn" effects.

4

20 One question regards the odes being divided into the three sections of popular, official, and solemn;
another question considers how the odes included therein were used (where, or, toward whom). For example, as the Zuozhuan, 16th year of Duke Zhao records: ''In the summer, in the fourth month, six ministers of Zheng organized a banquet for Xuanzi outside of the city walls. Xuanzi said: 'May all six of
you please sing from the odes for me so that I can understand the aspirations of Zheng. Zicuo sang the
'In the wild grows the creeper grass.' Xuanzi said: "Excellent, young man! I can see what you mean!"
Zichan sang the 'Sheep skin' from the Zheng [Airs]. Xuanzi replied: "I cannot measure up to this." Zida
Shu sang "Lifting the skirt." Xuanzi replied: 'I go this far. Can I challenge anyone to go again?" At
which point Zida Shu bowed to him. Xuanzi replied: 'Excellent! You said it just right. If it not were for
this understanding, could the relations between our states continue?' Ziyou sang the "Wind and rain,"
Ziqi sang the ' There is a woman in my carriage." Ziliu sang the "Leaves are dropping." Xuanzi liked
this and said: "Zheng is truly prospering! The six of you, gentlemen, have been ordered by your ruler to
bestow this honor on me, the odes you sang have not transgressed the aspirations of Zheng, all have
been suitable to this festive atmosphere. All of you, progenitors of lines that will last for long generations, can rest without apprehension." Then he presented all of them with horses and sang the "I shall."
Zichan bowed to him and ordered the other five to do the same: "You have pacified the chaos among
states, do we dare not to bow to your charismatic potency?" «mflf~1j1)) , «~~)) , «~'§~)) ,
(Jlf.Fj}} , (fl"j(li:iJ.$)) , OJ~)) all appear in the Airs ofZheng, ((~Jill)) appears in the Zhou
Eulogies. This passage undoubtedly touches upon questions such as what style one uses in a particular
place or which ode one sings to a particular person, these surely constitute a new topic for future research (consider the history of"The East is red Jf!:1i~"). We would like to thank Li Guo for suggesting
the present material and raising these questions. To settle the matter, based on recent research, there are
68 instances in the Zuozhuan of singing the odes: of these 12 are in the Jin Airs section, 18 in Zheng, 27
in Lu. In the Discourses of the States the Odes are quoted six times: one time in Jin, two times in Lu,
three times in Qin. Moreover, Yao Yanqu (from the Qing period) in his Encapsulation of (Dynastic
Records) of the Spring and Autumn states: "During the rituals accompanying feasts and sacrifices, the
odes are quoted twenty-three times to express intention."(See Peng Lin's "Examination of the 'At night
the old man toasts with the ale and composes a song."') The rules and principles governing the use of
the odes to express intention are awaiting further research.
21 See Feng Shengli ~lm~J. "Lun yuti dejizhijiqi yufa shuxing ~m!MI¥JUHfiiJ&JtiP.H~J11'J: [On the
mechanisms of the Register System and its grammatical property]", Zhongguo Yuwen tpmlrJ~:X: 5,
2010:100-412; Wang Hongjun .±:i'Jt~. Li Rong ~48, Vue Yao ~Mfl'"'le2'yu huazhu xianshen de zhuguang jinjuli jiaohu yuti "' 72 ·Jl!~.±:mt~tl¥J.±:ft:ili.!iP.J.i!Bclimfml [ 'le 2, in the speaker's appearance ofthe interactive Yuti (Stylistic Register) from a close distance]", Yuyan.xue Luncong 1m ~~~ill
40,2010.
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a. Don't take the trouble, he won't listen to you anyway. f~fiftW~t,7,ffl?.f~::'fs:::fB!.
b. No need to worry, we will come there by ourselves. fB\it.~UW 1 L'J ,ft{ffCJ.l-j.EJ

c

*·

Both are ways of dissuading someone, but beng jijis far more colloquial than bie ,ijlJ, its
connotations of dissuasion is far stronger,22 thereby expressing a closer and more casual
relationship between the speaker and the listener. If it were in a fonnal si~ation, then n.either of these expressions could occur, bu-yao :If'~ or wu ?lJ would be used mstead (tendmg
toward solemn style):

4

a. Please do not lean against the door. ~1.PF¥m;ll!!l!r~.
b. No smoking please. ~o/J~tl !
Note that colloquial Cantonese uses o/..1, ~~o/.J8millr, is a common expression on Cantonese subways. This usage proves that standard and no?-standard ~ct as c~unterparts; they
differ on the basis of spatiotemporal difference. Not JUSt that, different times and places
(societies and periods) also have different stylistic forms. Wang Weihui (2014) suggests
that ling-ting ~- 23 and chui-ting ~}1 24 both carry a tint of respect. In terms of usage the

22 Whether this has to do with the origin of these two expressions (B1J is the contraction of~~ 'no want',
while fflis the contraction of ::f ffl no need) remains to be seen.
. .
23 Wang Weihui 1£#.\fUIJ (2014) says: "The explanatio~ of the word meam?g .m the Moder~ Chinese. Dictionary (ffl.{-~~iiH~:!Jlt.) may easily mi.slead peo?le mto errone~usl~ behevm.g ~-(to hsten up) as !he
literary form of the colloquial K@ (to hsten). Th1s would be quate mappropnate. In contrast, the Baadu
encyclopedia's explanation of the meaning is both more. accu~te ~nd preferable:. "To ~onsci~ntiously
listen with concentrated effort. It denotes sincere and senous hstenmg, moreover 1t cames a tint of respect, therefore it typically refers to a lower ranked person listening to a higher ranked person's suggestion, report, etc." (Taken from Wang Weihui, Xian~ai hanyu Yu~~ cihui' chulun ~ft~iM"miUiiJ~"~
~[Discussion on the •Stylistic Lex is' in Modem Chmese ], Chanru1ang Xueshu ft)I~filij I, 2014: 91-1 02.)
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two can be complementary; actually, they are disyllabic neutral equivalents of ting Jl. In
con!e~porary C?ine_se there is in fact no place for either of them. That is to say, the form of
styhsttc expre~st~n m a natural language is never word by word, sentence by sentence, or
style b~ ~tyle, ~t ts al~ays whole and complete. We, on the other hand, think that the system
of styh~t~c reg1ste~s ts ~_ever shifting, always adjusting scheme in flux. Therefore, "register posttt~n defictency ts not only inevitable, it is in fact the intrinsic property of the
aforement1o~ed system. Why? There is both a language internal and a language external
reas~n _for thts. The language mtemal reason is the following: once the standard and elevated dtct~ons are used excessively (degree of familiarity increases, distance decreases), transformat~~" ~oward popular _style c~mmences; and once popular diction is laid aside (degree
?f !a~thanty decreases, ~!stance IS stretched), the reduction of its degree of colloquialism
:,s m~ti~ted. ~ese ~o ~mds ~f multidirectional stylistic movements eventually lead to a
stylistic _posttton .s~Jft. Th~ tmmediate consequence of such stylistic position shift is a
~acancy m the ongmal pos1tion, thus "stylistically empty place" arises at an opportune
time.
Language external reasons c~n also create the phenomenon of "stylistic deficiency".
Today, as the number of acade~t~ workshops and conferences rises, students and younger
sc~olars have far more opportumttes to present publicly than at any other time in the past.
~ts has produced an unprecedented kind of social setting: public forums in which older,
middle, and younge~ gen~ratio~s present at the same time. Twenty years ago such scenario
was extr~mely rare m Chma (m general, it was younger scholars attending older scholars'
presentatJ~ns), thus. there was also no need for stylistic expressions that would fit the
aforem~nt10ned settm~. The sudden emergence of such exceptional setting caused that the
c_olloqu•~l monosyll~b1c verb ~ (to listen) did not fit the needs of this kind of a novel situation, while the previously extsting ~li (to listen up), because it is a form that denotes
res~ect. of a lowe~, t~war~, higher ranked, also does not fit with this kind of situation where a
se~1or ~~structor listens to a presentation by a person of a younger generation status (see
5
Cu.. , Xdtang 20!3,~ ), t~ereupon aris~s !inguistic "register position deficiency." Wang Weih~t (201_4) says.. Mottvated by.styhsttc demands, there might appear in the near future a
dtsyllabJc expresston correspon_dmg to Q!. ?~· the Taiwanese usage of~~ (to listen) may
come to be accepted on the mamland, acqutnng the legitimate position of a written equivaOf course, we cannot know for sure, we J·ust have to wait and
lent of the [colloquial]
see." 26

m.

m

24 Here ~e f~llow Wang W~ihui (201~)'s suggestion: Hanyu Dacidian's (~im:A~:!l4) explanation of
Icm as 'to hsten d?wn, to l!~te~ graciously." Xiandai Hanyu Cidian does not list the tenn, but in the second_ se~se of¥ 1t states:. (Literary) Tenn of respect, used to denote another person's (typically one's
semor mage or rank) act1o~ toward oneself: ~~to think magnanimously,~~] to inquire magnanimously, ~rR, to ask magnammously.
25 Cui Xiliang.W:$~, "Xiandai hanyu shumianyu sange jingjie !JH~~MH!Ji:ttifl!t.=::OO;IftW. (The three
real-:ns .ofth: Modern Chi;~e_W~tten Language]", in: Shengli Feng i!~M*IJ (eds.) Hanyu shumianyu
de
llsh1p yu
···
_."...._
ki x10nzhuang
u · · ittit~:rf!fifffii~:rB"llti~ft!Jl.:tJ\ [Written Chinese: the present and the pas t], Beljmg
..ft..JR: e ng mvers1ty, 2013, 35-43.
26 Note _that the change of setting may occasion a change of understanding and the corresponding shift in
~eamng. For example, while grandmother was alive, and particularly once she reached hundred one
hstened up to anything she said, many sayings were coming as if from beyond her. She died ;even
weeks after my eldest son was born. As my sons acquired the ability to spe~ one noticed that they too
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As a matter of fact, provided position deficiency is occasioned by language internal and
language external reasons, it is not difficult to imagine that it will arise not just in regard to
neutral style expressions, other styles, such as formal and elevated, may also exhibit corresponding position deficiency. (See Feng, 2006, footnote 1)27 • What Wang Weihui (2014)
terms "non-culturally motivated" mono-/di-syllablic alternations .¥!!f..t!!~ such as ft~:
H~Hf 'eye', ~:~-ml 'study', ~:~~ 'many' are all in fact "arising in response to a place
vacancy (register expression gap)." Thus the "register expression gap" can be considered a
trigger that motivates the invention of new expressions! 28And, furthermore, the inevitability of stylistic position deficiency helped us discover the two different shifting sources
behind the production of novel expressions, namely linguistic and social evolution.
Based on the above analysis one must press the question: what will happen to the stylistic system of ancient Chinese as well as to the linguistic evolution sparked by stylistic development? One first has to acknowledge that in investigating the styles of Ancient Chinese
one faces manifold challenges. The most significant challenge is that we lack the linguistic
intuition of the ancients. Here we mean not only the general intuition toward Ancient Chinese, but also the feel in regard to its "linguistic periodization (like the linguistic intuition
for the grammar of the Chinese of the Yin Shang, the two Zhou, the Qin-Han, the Wei-Jin
etc. periods)." The eight giants of the Tang and Song prose used ancient Chinese in thei;
composition, so we cannot deny they possessed certain linguistic intuition in Ancient Chinese. 29 At the same time, we cannot use their compositions as evidence for Qin-Han linguistic evolution. Why? Because they were not native speakers of that particular age, their
linguistic intuition for Ancient Chinese was learned through study, it was not a natural
outcome of acquisition. The greatest difference between possessing and not possessing
linguistic intuition is the ability, or the lack of, to determine grammatical validity (or, implausibility); only native speakers are equipped with a reliable grammaticality judgments.
have moments when they communicate knowledge that is beyond conventional, around three this ability is at its pea~ then, as they age and become more like adults, they gradually lose this gift. So one
could attempt to predict that lftltm may eventually come to describe a situation where one listens attentively to a person who has something wise or original to say, be it a hundred or three year old.
27 Feng ShenglifJ.~Im*IJ. ··Lun hanyu shumian zhengshi yuti de tezheng yujiaoxue Mailii~HI:fi:tli.IE;ttme
a<J!j#~Jq~~ [On the properties and pedagogy of Written Chinese]", Shijie Hanyu Jiaoxue tltW.ilm:t
~ ~ 4, 2006, 98-106.
28 A different account of the disyllabicity is given in Wang, Lijuan IJII~. Cong minci, dongci kan xiandai hanyu Putonghua shuangyinjie de xingtai gongneng f;£~ ~ . . lliJJ~~lJH~if~·tt-li!i~~.:;}ftiJI¥.H~
~J}J~ [A study of the morphological function of disyllabicity in Mandarin nouns and verbs]. ftiJ±MU
Jt Ph.D. Dissertation. Beijing ~tJ¥-: Beijing Yuyan Wenhua Daxue, 2010.
29 Hence there are people who claim that the language of the literature of the Eight Giants of the Tang and
Song is ••pseudo-classical Chinese." This we would consider not understanding the mechanism and the
potential of stylistic language practice. Of course, one may say that the Eight Giants lacked the linguistic intuition of the Qin and Han ancients, but to claim that the classical language they used in their composition merely .. imitates the past" is untenable. This issue does not only concern literature studies, it
also directly involves linguistic research~ it is a very important matter that deserves to be treated in a
separate paper (for relevant discussion on this issue, see Feng Shengli ~M~J, .. Bainian lai hanyu
zhengshi yuti de miewang yu zaisheng IT{f.*illffiiE:r.tmMa<J~t':~.JI}~ [The death and rebirth of
fonnal Chinese in the past one hundred years]", in: Li Xiangyu *ra.!."-li (eds.) Aomen Yuyan Wenhua
Yanjiu ~r,m ff:~1t.fVf1L [A study of the language and culture in Macau], Macau ~r,: Polytechnic
Institute, 20 II, 23-46.
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This is the principal difficulty in researching ancient styles to the extent of grammar: we
cannot raise the ancients from the ground to tell us which sentence is grammatically valid
and which not. Nevertheless, as has been stated previously, although the stylistic system
and its mechanism are relatively stable (even if not employing the theory of universal
grammar here), the stylistic diction (internal factors) as well as the old society that gave rise
to various styles (external factors) were constantly changing. Thus the degree of standardization of 1m > lll > ft > I5J was not necessarily the same during the Tang-Song, and the
distinct usage of the forms .fi (to plant, informal) and fij (to plant, formal) in the Mengzi
does not necessarily agree with the Yin-Shang period usage, to say nothing about the differences between the dialects of Ancient Chinese corresponding to the kind observable in
modem injunctions "niJ" (Beijing dialect) and "?lJ" (Cantonese). The complex intersecting
relationship between the different factors of stylistic system is illustrated in Figure 2 ("A"
strands for Ancient time, "D" stands for Dialect):

Admitting such difficulties does not mean we cannot move a single step forward. In
fact, once we have a theoretical system capable of both deduction and verification, we also
possess research angle, direction, and method, and that is regardless of whether the specific
materials and phenomena are still awaiting excavation, collection, classification, and general exposition. One needs to recognize: the system and results of any science (including
theories, objects of inquiry, methods, rules, etc.) are gradually established step by step.
Research on ancient Chinese styles is no exception. For example, we have come across the
following finding:

An

A2

b

AI

a

c

now =x

Dl

02 ...... Dn

Figure 2. Graph of spatiotemporal aspects of style
The vertical coordinates in figure 2 denote time (points a, b denote language from different
periods at the same place, or, within the same dialect), while horizontal coordinates denote
location (points a, c denote different dialects at one given time); this then constitutes the
30
spatiotemporal property of style. Our question is: how to anticipate and evaluate the different forms of stylistic attributes at any given time and at any given place? How to differentiate and verify the precise type and transformation ofthe stylistic phenomenon at different times and places? The lack of language feel and of linguistic materials has, in regard to
research on ancient Chinese stylistics, undoubtedly brought serious challenges and created
enormous (if not insurmountable) difficulties.

30 See among others, Hu Mingyang ~11JHj}, "Yuti he yufa iilfH*"m~ [Register and grammar)", Hanyu
xuexi iim*iW2, 1993, 1-4; He Yang ft~, Xiandai hanyu ouhua yufa xianxiang yanjiu JJH\!~~1:H~X1t
mr!ffl~.fi]f~, M±~Jt [A study of the phenomena of Europeanization in Modem Chinese grammar] PhD. Dissertation, Rerunin University of China, 2007; Feng Shengli, ..On Modem Written Chinese", Journal ofChinese Lingistics 31, 2009, 145-162; Suzuke, Keika, .. Wenbai xiangjian de xushiti yu
wenya yuti xingshi de pianzhang gongneng s.tnrFilt¥Jt&$iHU.Ii!JtflUlfftfH~~I¥J~if!r}Jff~ [The discourse function of the Classic-style expressions in Modem Chinese grammar]", Yuyan kexue 3, 2010,
244-254.
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"Many of the quotations from the Elegantiae and Eulogia sections of the Classic of
Odes that appear in excavated texts are in fact not quoting the Odes; instead these
are idiomatic expressions that took shape in the context of religious observances,
such as ancestral sacri flees and feasts, of the Zhou aristocrats during the two-Zhou,
particularly Western Zhou, periods, these may be termed "set phrases, habitual say31
ings, formulaic expressions, etc." (Chen Zhi ~¥)( 2012: 38).
In fact, in his "Letter to a friend discussing proverbs in the Odes and Documents," Wang
32
Guowei had already considered this type of set phrases. Are these formulaic expressions
and set phrases (syntactically registered stylistic expressions) not employed in utterances
directed to specific counterparts/listeners (spirits and ancestors), on concrete occasions
(religious ceremony, banquet honoring a distinguished guest), with a definite content (to
report merit, to pray for assistance), the historical proof for the use of"solemn style" by the
Zhou, particularly Western Zhou, aristocracy? 33 To put it in another way, on the basis of the
stylistic determinative factors present in the phenomena of linguistic utterances from that
particular period, the styles of early antiquity can be differentiated and their stylistic classification and affiliation evaluated. To clearly illustrate this, we would preliminarily set out
the evaluation procedure of the set phrase style appearing in the bronze inscriptions and the
Eulogia section of the Odes as follows:
R~gister lde~tification

1. Audience
2. Occasion
3. Content
4. Attitude 34

Criteria

~
~

ancestors, spirits
ancestral temple, sacrificial ceremony
~ praising achievement, praying for blessing
~ respectfully solemn, respectfully fearful

'----·-----------V"

/

31 Chen Zhi ~ii. ••rijuyuezhu" yu ••rijiuyuejiang": zaoqi siyanshi yujisi lici shili ••BJiSniitf"ft.. BitfJ
;m": lf.Mil.Y ~·~~~~tr.trlMWWtl [Rijuyuezhu" and ••Rijiuyuejiang": A case study of the early tetrasyllabic poem and sacrificial liturgy]", in: Wenming de goujian: yuyan de goutong yu dianji de chuanbo
lunwen zhaiyaoji )(IIJJI¥JtM~: aH~fi¥Jrt4lill~:!1!!-MI¥J1Wfi~)C1ilj~~ [Proceedings of the construction of civilizations: Communication oflanguages and dissemination]. 2012.
32 See the Collected Works of Wang Guowei (mi~~-t*). tome I. 75-84.
33 Based on the theory proposed in the present article. the English tenn ••fonnulaic languge" (see Wang
Jingxian I!IJ!il.il\, 1974:41-3) can likewise be regarded as a manifestation of a specific style or register.
34 Note that the element of motivation may be behind attitude. but, at the same time, motivation is not the
only constituent of attitude.
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Early Western Zhou period:
Zhou solemn style
(Bronze inscriptions, eulogia section of the Odes)
Although not every phenomenon of the ancient language neatly corresponds to each and
si_ngle factor of t~e s~lis!ic differentiation system, as is the case with the Elegantiae, Eulogta, and bronze mscnpttons, the four components of the Register Identification Criteria
provi_de us ~it~ a feasible strategy and direction, they also give us a functional procedure
for differenttatmg styles. Of course, this does not mean they constitute the only standard or
s~stem for differe~tiating style, but taking them as a starting point, even more comprehenSive as well as reliable factors/system may be developed in the future through their continual enhancement.

2. Now I command you to assist Rong and to respectfully abide by the principles of the
charismatic potency de. ~*llf£~3t:~~g~j&~~~~- ( (7c~~) )
3. The king said: I order you to respectfully carry out your duties, and never to disobey my
imperial command . .:EB%~;!V)1Eo/J!f~Jm$. ( (:;k.}ffi) )
4. May you respectfully compose your self. O{E;3(~;1t~. ( (i.J&itl.)(§j) )
Middle Western Zhou period:
5. Now may Xing be humble and respectful day and night, may he worry to always do his
utmost. ~1MJJ\270!§fc·hfil~9E$- ( <$!it) )
Late Western Zhou period:
6. Be respectful day and night, use [these weapons I gave you] to protect my person.

4. Searching out the source for the Ancient Chinese stylistic registers of
Airs, Elegentiae, and Eulogia
According to the above theory of stylistic-register grammar, we shall now investigate the
so~ce and the c~ntent of the Airs, _EI~gen~iae,_ and Eulogia stylistic registers. Here we
mam!r p~y atten~10n to t~e fourth cnte~on m differentiating style: "voice (speaker's attitude) as tt constitutes an tmp~rtant clue _tn o~ textual criticism of the stylistic registers. As
~e ha~e seen ab?ve, the Eulogta odes epttomtze the solemn ceremonial style. The archetyp-

Ical vmce or baste property of the solemn ceremonial style is "respect and awe." To put it in
another way, unless the speaker's heart is filled with awe, his expression will lack the solemn ceremonial aspect. In oracle bones inscriptions the graph "awe -B!" is constituted as
"held _a~d poun~ed b~ ghostsC "~asped _and ~ontrolled by ghosts" can also be explained by
combmmg the mtenttons as bemg afratd of 7 "fear -B!". From several examples of the
oracle bones usage we can recognize the object of this fear:
I. He divined: Fear it/him. ~~~. ( ( lfl~:X~~} 14173) "Fear" originates in "it/him"~het~er it i,s a "natural calamity".~r an "unavoidable disaster," so long as there is trepidatiOn m one s heart toward the sptnt that wards off or brings about this misfortune one's
language (sound, words, and syntax) will manifest respect and vigilance. 35 Precis~ly because of this, we can discern the predominance of the "respect and awe" formulaic expressions in this type of solemn and ceremonial style encountered in excavated bronze
inscriptions, further indicating that the culture of the day also discerned a specific style for
the aforementioned occasion. Consider the following examples:

35 For example: Informal: *f;tf:n~7-*11 Fonnal: .l!flJ.Qf:PIJti~7-$¥!A.
The structure is the same but it is ungrammatical when it is used infonnally but grammatical
when it is used in fonnal style.

tliiwt=il.ffl r;'JJ»t~t. ( ((J2!tf))
7. Be respectful day and night and use these items to carry out your duty. Never disobey
our imperial command. tMcW\~fflJ!.o/Jirlll*$ o ( (:;kJi~) )
8. [The king says:] Be respectfully mindful of my authority and do not be fearful.
36
We3;~1i&?ff~- < <-=E: 0ml > )
It is not difficult to see that the expressions like "respectfully carry out your duties", "respectfully be in charge of your own person", "be humble and respectful day and night", "be
respectful and day and night use these items to carry out your duties", "be respectfully
mindful of my royal authority," etc., are not simply set formulaic phrases, they are a direct
reflection ofthe culture and style of awe and reverence ofthe day. This is identical with the
awe and reverence style ofthe Classic ofOdes and ofthe Book of Documents. Compare
9. Be reverent, be respectful! Heaven is grand and conspicuous, its mandate is not easy. Do
not say Heaven is far and high above. Its warriors ascend and descend, it watches us daily
I am just a young fellow! Not very sharp, is. it respect:Ul to _say? With every day and
month I advance, my studies seek to weave bnghtness wtth radtance. I carry a heavy load
on my sh_o_ulders, please show ~e the way of the bright charismatic potency de! ~
&;: ! ::R·ttEfiL'l!;l,,ffil/F~~! fBE3~1'6'J:t±J:.~tV~~.L}1X±;BEii1£~- ~-F,JvT-! =:if'JtltJu.l:? B~~
~J~fl~~~-T1CBJI.f~B~1-f~.7Gt\G!mt~ff ! ( (~~~·.ffl.Jt'fj·~.Z) )
10. Bright, bright down below; brilliant, brilliant up above. BJ.IBJl1±"""f,mJ~1£_t. ( (~~·::kif£·
:;kBJ.I) )
I respect the wrath of Heaven; I do not dare to be playful_ and ~arefree about them. Respect the pace of Heaven's alterations, I do not dare to tmpattently hurry them. ~*:Z.~
~i&m~J~::RZ5tfrl.1*i&~~- < <w~~·::km·m> )
•!!.,,
Commentary: The verse states that one should respect and fear Heaven's wrath and
admonitions, and that one should not carelessly indulge in idleness, nor abandon restra·10t
and change according to own whims.
36 We would like to thank Ondfej Skrabal for an impromptu advice on translating these bronze 1·0

•

•

scrtptions.
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Brilliant, brilliant down below; bright bright up above . .m;pJJ~_f:, U,ijl!ij:(£"F. (

ffiJ)) )

'

I I. Be respectful! With its might Heaven assists the sincerely faithful. tiDcr& !
flUS·DJt~» >

«NOm·:S

~ m:~tt ( «

"Be reverent, be respectful, Heaven is grand and conspicuous" talks about the need to revere Heaven, to venerate the ancestors and fear Heaven, it is equivalent to the Record of
Rites' claim that "In order to be respectful, a man of refinement uses sacrificial vessels ...
By being respectful he serves his lord and elders." ;(3-=ftaJttlffl~lt ...... ~--;Jt~ft"
< ((fl~·~li[!)) ) We can see that "being reverent" and "worship and sacrifice," "being
respectful", and "lords and elders" are all directly connected. What then is "reverence #]("?
The Shuowen (in the 'to constrain' section ~$)explains: "Reverent is related in meaning
to solemn. The character is constituted as to stroke in order to constrain .Ji:and to admonish
~-"To be solemn and serene, strict and cautionary is to want to "restrain one's self." We
venture to add that ''reverence" springs from the same linguistic source as "admonition,
vigilance." The Shuowen (in the context of the speech cognitive domain ~ $) explains:
"Admonition refers to verbal guarding." Duan Yucai observes: "In the ff- section one reads:
'to guard is to admonish.' Relentless Martial Prowess reads: 'be respectful, be vigilant.'
Zheng Xuan's sub commentary adds: 'Respectful is cognate with vigilant, alternatively the
character is spelled with the 'human' cognitive domain radical. ~Z..i§f~&, ?tf\f'F-fla" The
Shuowen, in the context of the human cognitive domain A$, explains this alternative
character as: '"-mtcautious' is related in meaning to 'guarded'." Duan Yucai comments:
"Cautious is pronounced the same and has an identical meaning with vigilant. . . . In his
gloss on the Rites of Zhou, Zheng Xuan notes: 'Vigilant denotes observing the precepts."
We can see that the core meaning of the cognates "reverenttiD!, vigilant~, and cautious-Hit"
is "to restrain" and ''to observe the precepts." With this kind of "solemn and guarded, respectful and vigilant" inner attitude, the manner of addressing the spirits, who are said to
"have weaved rays into luminous brightness" 37 and to be "high, high up above" as well as
the formulaic hymn language used in such addresses, is precisely the "solemn ceremonial
style" we have already encountered in the bronze inscriptions and the Zhou Eulogia.
By using the aforementioned stylistic theory analysis, the question of why the bronze
inscriptions as well as the Elegentiae and the Eulogia of the Classic of Odes use the same
polite set phrases is easily solved. Chen Zhi ~j& (20I2:37) states: "First, on evidence of
the bronze inscriptions from the Two Zhou period, the rhyming and the tetra-syllabication
of the language of the inscriptions takes place in Middle Western Zhou period, particularly
during the reigns of Kings Gong (922 - 900 B.C.) and Yi (899- 892 B.C.); Second, the
reason why the bronze inscriptions from the Two Zhou period often match poems from the
Elegantiae and Eulogia sections of the Classic of Odes is because the Zhou people were

37 ••weave rays of radiance" is a typical case of a ceremonial praise formula, for example: (Classic of
Odes, Zhou Eulogia, Braiding Clarity): "To braid clarity, to weave rays of radiance, such was the
benchmark of King Wen," Classic of Odes, Zhou Eulogia, The bright Heaven completes its mission:
"Weave radiance! Concentrate your heart." Classic of Odes, Zhou Eulogia, I see a record: .. Weave ways
of radiance, so that it is pure and reaches far."
«~~· fflf~JH$7j!j)) "~1E?HM!!m, Jt.EZ.:!14", ({~~~·
ffll~'tt-~*~1£frir)) ••fn-!fi~! 1¥l/1R•CI"', «~~~·.mJ~JHii!GJl.)) "f!J!&l~fn-~W1".
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accustomed to using sacrificial phrases, it is not that the inscriptions are quoting the Odes."
This observation is right on target. Still, another important question lurks behind here: why
does the language of inscriptions not contain stock phrases from the Ai~s se~ti?n of the
Classic of Odes? (See Wang Jingxian .±flf!~ _1974~ Wh~ do the ~ronze ms~npt10~s only
display affinity for Elegentiae and Eulogia while bemg biased agamst the Airs? I~ IS very
hard to reach a definite conclusion on this matter unless one approaches the questiOn from
the angle of stylistic-register grammar. As has bee~ stated above, being folk songs, the Airs
are products of a popular style of language or music; t~ey do no~ ~hare the same characteristics with the solemn ceremonial style of the Eulogia (or spint hymns) or the normative/standard style of the Elegentiae (national/official music). Precisely ~ecause o:this, the
written language appearing on bronze vessels that could only be u~ed durmg su~h 1mportant
state occasions as sacrificial ceremonies inevitably parts ways With folk reframs. The ancients used to say: "The grand matters of the state lie in war and sacrifice" (Zuozhuan, 23rd
year of Duke Cheng); besides, in early antiquity bronze was mainly used for producing
weapons (swords and halberds) and sacrificial vessels (bells ~d cauldrons); the sacred role
played by the bronze is patently obvious. We may also mention that the characters appear.ng on bronze utensils were undoubtedly also considered sacred; therefore the language of
inscription documents belongs to solemn ceremonial style, 38 while the folk songs
from the Airs of States of the Classic of Odes naturally never reached such sacred status of
•
•
• •
39
the solemn ceremomal bronze mscnptions.
To sum up the discussion, the attitude of the ancients toward spirits was one of "awe,"
while their attitude toward their rulers and elders was one of "reverence." Thus the twelfth
section ofthe Five Conducts 1i~T silk manuscript states:

~ronze

12. If there is no distance, there is no reverence; if there is no reverence there is no restraint; if
there is no restraint, there is no respect; if there is no respect, there is no common good; if
there is no common good, there is no ritual etiquette.
"::f~ ciii> ::f~.::f~1'~.1'ta::f~.::f$1£::f£jt],£::fjt]::ft~." «1iif·
=•·~»

m+

The passage raises an important stylistic rule: respect arises fro":, dist.an~e! .contrasting ~!s
with Xunzi's Discussion of Rites, we can further corroborate our stylistic distance theory :

38 Based on Meng Pengsheng's research, during the Sh:mg Dynasty, the third person prono~s ~ :md fi
were used as equivalents, 1f (written as !:±!, 3() bemg more often used. In th~ bronze mscnptio~s of
Early Western Zhou period. 1f comes to be written with the character?... while. Jt altogether d1sapcome
Simultaneously.• Meng
pears. After the Middle Western Zhou period J=t and !A th
Sh to be used
·IJ·
Pengsheng consequently proposes that: ""The question o~,why ~ ang !enn ~ n~ver appears m Early
Western Zhou bronze inscriptions remains to be solved. We~~~ that If 1f (R) IS~ pronoun that bel
· to the solemn ceremonial style of Early Western Zhou, It IS only natural that J\ does not appear
ongs m
. .
d th" ..
. th
.
in Early Western Zhou bronze inscriptions. To put It mother wor: s, IS question at remams to be
solved" is likely connected to style.
.
.
.
.
39 Of course, the pieces appearing in the Airs, the Elegent1ae, and the Eulog1a se~t~ons of ~~ f!lasslc of
Odes were not composed at the same time, this is also on~ of the f?c~ors d_et~nn!mng the dtviston .of the
Classic. In fact, even within the Airs section. individual p1e~es exh1b1t styhst!c d1fferen~es depe~dmg on
the time, place, and degree of colloquiali~m. ~ese. are Without doubt all Important Issues th1s paper
raises in its discussion that demand further mvestJgatJon.
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13. Ifyou are too close then you will be careless, if you are careless then you will be fed up, if
you are fed up then you will be absent minded, if you are absent minded then you will be
disrespectful. fl (JII) J{IJ!J"t, flj[J!IJJJR, ~J!IJ~. ~J!IJ7f'~.
The ultimate result of intimacy is "disrespect," meanwhile the precondition of being serious
and respectful is distance. The contrasting quotations complement each other; both speak of
the mental states determined by the relative degree of distance (nearf*J/far :& ) and of
their mutual relationships. This kind of "far/near, respectful/intimate" contrastive relationship precisely matches with the "stylistic distance theory." Interestingly enough, the stylistic premise allows us to move a step further in understanding the deeper sense of Confucius's dictum "keep ghosts and spirits at bay":
14. To dedicate oneself to what's suitable for the people, to respect ghosts and spirits and to
keep them at distance, this indeed can be called being knowledgeable. '=f CJ: '"~n ~Z.ill. ~
*:fltli1fi~Z.. ilJ~~~."

( «~~·Jlt!!» )

It is generally assumed that to "keep them at distance" means "to stay away from ghosts
and spirits." However, based on the stylistic theory as well as on the ancient historical documents explored here from this theory's vantage point, we learn that, for the ancients, "distance" was not just a precondition for "reverence," it was practically synonymous with
"respect." Thus the real meaning of "revere the ghosts and spirits and keep them at distance" should be: "Respect and honor the ghosts and spirits, and keep them at a distance
that will prevent you from being too intimate and careless so that not to blaspheme them."
Obviously, our explanation differs from the common understanding of the passage as "keep
away from ghosts and spirits," yet it closely coincides with the reverent attitude and conduct of"sacrifice to ancestors and spirits as ifthey were present" (Analects, Eight Rows of
Sacrificial Dancers Section) consistently advocated by Confucius. We can conjecture that
"distant" in the ancient times belonged to "etiquette, ceremonial" terminology. This happens to coincide with our stylistic theory. To put it differently, the "distance" in "revere
ghosts and spirits and keep them at distance" and the "distance hypothesis" of our stylistic
theory might actually create one another. At the back of style is attitude, thus only once
there exists the aforementioned "stylistic voice/tone," can there be the distinction between
"elegant" and "plain" proposed by Sun Yirang. Consider:
"Words are of the formal and plain kind, and thus need to be differentiated accordingly. Formal language emphasizes elegance, it may not be equal to the colloquial;
refined usage abides by the past, it may not be used to approximate the present. ...
The Airs of States are written in dialect, thus they are easy to understand; the Elegentiae and Eulogia are composed of refined expressions, thus they are hard to read.
Thus the language used in pronouncements of orders or bestowals greatly resembles
40
that of the Elegentiae and the Eulogia."
40 The characters read: "lf~~Htl, ft1JIM t;U~ 1Jll. ... , !Jtt~ £J'C. ~llJtl.ii!iM-%; ifUIIIl!!ii, ~ilJ tl..fil~
A, ....... WillA. :lffiltm. ~~ii!i:!Jtt~It. m~tm. ~~~. ~lfP~zM. ~JW~ft~fl:lJ., <~~a~
«t~lifi
~ 1* · r'AH!'f !lftliF"f))

)

In fact the Airs of States of the Classic of Odes are not the only source that reflects the
kind of popular idiom present in ancient ''dialects," essays are just like that too. The exemplary case of the vernacular in Middle Ancient Chines~ is the Liu Zheng's Accusation File
included in the Wenxuan «~~¥~tlm» CWJJt(.r «JtJH)) ) :
This year, during the night of the ninth day of the second lunar month, Fan lost the
rail, the larrup, and the bridle from his carriage. Fan heard Qun say Caiyin stole
them. When Zheng learnt about this he beat up Qun. Fan yelled at him asking: "Why
are you beating my son?" Just at that time Zheng's mother walked into the courtyard. From behind a bamboo screen she ~d F~n cursed each othe~. The maid servant Caiyin as well as the male servants Jiaozi, Chuyu, and Fazhi happened to be
around Zheng's mother. Zheng told Caiyin: "He is saying you stole his carriage
driving gear, why don't you also step forward and curse him?" Caiyin jumped into
41
the quarrel, lifted her hand, and accidentally grasped Fan's arm. ~·1fB}j
The dispute between Fan, Qun, Caiyin, Liu Zheng and o~hers th.at arose after the carriage
rail, larrup, and bridle had disappeared is described here m detail. The quote~ narrative is
extremely vivid, it is obviously recorded in the vernacular of the day because It uses a great
number of action verbs like ''lose, say, steal, hear, beat, yell, come out, curse, step forward,
jump into, raise, dislocate," etc. This aspect determines t~e ~arrative character of this piece:
"action verbs plus spatiotemporal description" are the prmcipal features of colloquial style.
Based on the previously raised criteria for evaluating style we can further conjecture: this
section of the text is the plaintiffs assertion and the witness's testimony presented in front
of the judge at a court trial. The written style of liti~atio~ may ~if!er in thousand ways, but
here the content of the accusation memorial determmed Its stylistic property: to present an
account of the course of a scuffle demands colloquial style. To put it in another words, it is
impossible to narrate the ins and outs of a sequence of events unless you ~eplo?' specific
spatiotemporal expressions (like tense markers, adverbs of manner and locatiOn, I.e., collo4
quial grammar forms that couple form and function). ~ The concretization of spatiotemporal
expressions is precisely the basic property of col~oqmal gra~mar. !hus the ~ontent and the
form of the Memorial of Liu Zheng's accusations determmed Its essentially colloquial
character. Not only that, from the author's "voice" we can also de~ect his genuinely colloquial intent and principle. In order to co~vin~e ~)udge, the wo~~s man accus.atio~ o~mis
conduct must provide the "truth of the situation (whet.her the truth of the Situation outlined here is actually true or not is another matter). The mtent an~ the manner of convincing
the judge by the means of the "truth of the situation" are su~cient to. prevent the original
author of the accusation file from misusing unnecessary rhetoncal devtces that would "ruin
the veracity" of the account and make it unbelievable. Thus we can analyze Ren Fang's
"Memorial of an accusation" in the following way:
41 Of course, there are people who think that the pi~ce "Pr~sen!ing the ~cc~s~tion of Liu Zheng' th~t
readers get to see today is not in. the same shape as 1t was m Xtao .Tong ~ ~~g~nal.. We~an, and tha~ 1t
is also not the original work ed1ted by Ren fang. (See Wang Cuahong I~ ..[
«Jtm~tt·~5lfiltl
Jjl)) ~~". «ft:.a:f:l~flj)) 2011-01). Here we only base ourselves on the language as we currently
have it, we do not concern ourselves with the question of its provenience.
42 See Feng Shengli 2012.
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Audience

-7 justice magistrate

Location

-7 in front of a judicial court

Content

-7 the course of a neighborly
dispute and the resulting scuffle

Attitude
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The linguistic form employed in the essays of the pre-Qin masters is the high style
47
vemacular: there are many short sentences, clauses without an explicit subject (i.e.,
short predicate only clauses), the subject and the predicate in subject-predicate
clauses are often loosened up by the mutually constituted topic and explanation,
modal particles often appear at the start and at the end of sentences to indicate the
tone of an utterance, all these attributes still survive in modem colloquial Chinese.
(Quoted from Liu Chenghui, 20 11 48 )
The colloquial style of

the Six Dynasties period

-7 to convince the judge by providing
the "truth of the situation"

App~re~tly, concrete linguistic analysis can identify stylistic categories. Of course the
"stylistic
· 1 1·Jterary form (hke
· the Memorial of Liu Zheng's accusation)
'
.
. property" of a spec1a
IS relatively
easy
to
grasp
and
determ·
b
t
·
·
l"k
·
·
·
·
·
.
me, u IS It 1 ew1se possible to Identify register
properties
and
the
author's
personal
styl
·
th
f
·
·
·
·
.
?
e m e case o more typical compositions, hke preQm e~says · O?e should mention here that although many scholars have carried out groundbreakmg mul~Ifaceted research on the phenomenon of colloquialism in Ancient Chinese
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attributes of colloqmallanguage raised by Xue (1998) 46 particularly draw our attention:

43 Ui Shuxiang ..~~HiXml, ~·wenyan he baihua ~~~ S~ [Classical Chinese and Vernacular Chinese]",
Guowen zazh1 w;Jtf,ft~ I, 194_4. _Ren Xuehan~- ff~ ~. "Xi~qin yan wen bing bu yizhilun _ gushu
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(shehUJ kexue) vd·liwJJOO~~~il (U~f-4~) I, 1982,2-9.
44 Ota, Tatsuo, G~anyu haner yanyu----shilun baih~afazhans~i IDlJ~~~ ~-iiH _ iiit~ti~D.Ii.'t [The
language ofChmese speake~- On vernacular history], jjtaH~lffi~ [A historical study ofthe Chinese
languag~]. Translated by J1ang Lansheng & Bai Weiguo Ul§~ El!im;U~. Chongqing .!~~:
Chongqmg Press, 1991, 181-211.
45 ~u Chirui i!iij~~. ""Han Wei shiqi de wenyan yu baihua----jianlun hanyushi kouyu yuliao de jianding
ii~W!Wl!Y-J Jt if ft D~ - :Mt~~lm 9:! D ~mM t¥J ~J.i; [The Classical and the Vernacular of the Han
We1 periods- On the ident~fication o~th~ hist~ry of the d.ata~!Spoken Chinese]", in: Shengli Feng (!~
1 (eds.), Hanyu shumJOnyu de ilshl yu Xlanzhuang ilii~:~ moo~rt-Jlf'-.'t!it!!Jl~ [Written Chinese:
IJJj~~.
the present and the past], Beijing ~tJ.if: Peking University, 2013.
46 Xue _Fengsheng Hfi.QV£, "Shilun hanyu jushi tese yu yufa fenxi &lt~iimtb]~!f:ij:~!ft!ilH~7ttfr [Discussions on the property of Chinese sentence patterns and their grammatical analysis]" Gu hanyu
'
yangjiu .!i~ii1HM1L 4, 1998, 67-68.

What is the "distinctive attribute of spoken language"? Which are the "distinctive attributes
of spoken language"? These are important questions that concern style. Xue (1998) may
well set the general tone on this subject. Liu Chenghui (2012) even more succinctly sums
up the distinctive features of ancient colloquialism. Aspects like short sentences (topicexplanation clauses), loosening of sentence structure (in long sentences), presence ofmodal
particles, etc., "are all syntactic principles that animate the pre-Qin vernacular." (2012:213)
If we place Liu and Xue's work in the framework of stylistic grammar, we may elicit a
series of questions:
1. Apart from the distinctive attributes of vernacular raised by Liu and Xue, which other
syntactic features may be considered distinctive attributes of vernacular style? 49
2. Apart from informal style's syntactic structural features, which are the distinctive attributes of its vocabulary? Can we identify the properties of tone (voice) of the ancient vernacular?
3. A. Which are the distinctive syntactic and lexical attributes of the colloquial, standard,
and elevated styles of the two Zhou periods? (See Lewis 1999).50
B. Which are the distinctive syntactic and lexical attributes of the colloquial, standard,
and elevated styles ofthe two Han period? (See Mair 1994, Erik 1977 and Zhu 2001il
C. Which are the distinctive syntactic and lexical attributes of the colloquial, standard,
and elevated styles of the Wei-Jin period?
D. Which are the distinctive syntactic and lexical attributes of the colloquial, standard,
and elevated styles of the Sui-Tang period?
47 Obviously, as Wang Weihui (2014) observes: ..The various masters of course differ in their styles: while
the Xunzi is extremely refined. the Hanfeizi is quite plain, thus they cannot be discussed under the same
rubric." This is a vast topic, one day it should be properly addressed.
48 Liu Chenghui ~tl-*~· Hanyu kouyu tezheng yu xianqin jushi fenxi ~tiHD!lli*f~~;t$b]j\?j-tfr
[Characteristics of Spoken Chinese and the analysis of the pre-Qin sentence patterns]", in: Jiyu benti
tese de Hanyu yanjiu ~/n-2Js:ft:e!f:ij:~rt-JiidHliJf1l:: [Studies of Chinese based on its intrinsic features],
Beijing ~tJi(: China Social Sciences Press. 2012.
49 In his article '"The classical language and the vernacular of the Han Wei period: comprehensive discussion of the reflections on the colloquial materials of historical Chinese," Hu Chirui (2013) sums up fifteen differences of the vernacular of middle early Chinese.
50 Lewis, Marie Edward (~fi&fn). Writing and Authority in Early China, Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1999.
51 Mair, Victor H., .. Buddhism and the Rise of the Written Vernacular in East Asia: The Making of National Languages". The Journal ofAsian Studies 53.3 1994, 707-751. ZUrcher, Erik, '"Late Han Vernacular Elements in the Earliest Buddhist Translations", Journal of the Chinese Language Teachers Association 3. 1977, 177-203. And Zhu Qingzhi *~z. Fojiao hunhe hanyu chulun f4t~~-frifimfJ1~
[The initial exploration of Buddhist Hybrid Chinese]", Yuyanxue luncong Mt*JJ':~M:24, Beijing ~tJR:
Shangwu yinshuguan. 200 I. 1-33.
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4. Which are the distinctive timeless syntactic attributes of the colloquial, standard, and
52
elevated styles (universality)? Do there exist also similar timeless lexical attributes?
These are all crucial questions derived from the system and the structure of stylistic-register
theory that await further research.
Of course, the concrete grammatical structure and the shape of lexicon are not the only
aspect that can be investigated from the perspective of stylistic-register grammar, the history and the classification of ancient documents can be approached from this angle too. Take
the language of the oracle bones as an example. Unless we find corresponding expressions
"with the same intention but in different form" in these oracle bone inscriptions, we will be
hard put to disprove their "elevated nature" (stylized language). 53 Bronze inscriptions, the
Elegentiae and the Eulogia of the Odes, the Decrees and the Bestowals in the Book of Doc55
uments undoubtedly all are in the elevated style. 54 Airs of States are in popular style, but
6
the Shiji is more colloquial than the Hanshu (see Meisteremst, 20I3i , while the "style of
punctuations" in Zhao Qi's Punctuating the Mengzi falls between classical and colloquial
(see Harbsmeier, 2013). 57 All these various observations have opened new perspectives of
research on ancient style, register and related grammars.

5. Conclusion
The American born Chinese comedian David Moser ~::kf• says: "In our language (Eng58
lish) there is no distinction between written and spoken language." Never mind whether
ds are or are not true (this may be only a matter of degree, not of substance), the
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52 As Wang Weihui (2014) observes, basic monosyllabic expressions such as human, mountain, river, fish,
hand may perhaps be considered commonly used timeless lexical tenns.
53 Hong Cheng notes: "The linguistic fonn is simple, stereotyped and repetitive, there are no longer narrative or discursive sections; the vocabulary is limited. It lacks modifiers, there are few adjectives or connecting sentences, there are no exclamations or onomatopoeia. These are all necessary phenomena that
are determined by and arise from the particular style and character of divination statements. (''On the
question ofutilizing materials on Chinese linguistic history," in Collected Works of Hong Cheng, p. 99)
Indeed, the fact that the language of the oracle bones lacks "interrogative pronouns" is an extremely important stylistic limitation.
54 Sun Yirang in Preface to the Parallel Pointers to the Book of Documents says: "Decrees and bestowals
share many identical expressions with the Elegentiae and the Eulogia lfrrll~Z..MJijm~il~ll:iJ."
55 Ibid.: ••The Airs of States are written in dialect, thus they are easy to understand; the Elegentiae and the
Eulogia are composed of refined expressions, thus they are hard to read."
56 See Meisteremst, Barbara,"Han chao Hanyu wenyan zhong de kouyu chengfen- Shiji yu Hanshu dui
yingjuan de yuyanxue bijiao yanjiu ~q))~mtJt·ai=JliY-JDmJJX;~-- «!1!~£:!)) M «~i!f)) f..tn!!{~I¥Jim
i§i·~~t~ef1L [Vernacular elements and Literary language in Han period Chinese: A linguistic comparison of corresponding chapters in the Shiji and the Hanshu]", in: Shengli Feng, (ed.), Hanyu
shumianyu de /ishi yu xianzhuang ~ii!H!JmimiiY-JIM~!IiUJlW\ [Written Chinese: the present and the
past], Beijing: Peking University Press, 2013; And He Zhihua 1iiJ;i!,;¥, "Wang Chong "Lunheng" zi zhu
xin ci kao: Jian lun Dong Han shumian yu duo yin jie cihui zhi yansheng wenti .±1t: «ffilll~)) ~ tl#flfr
~~: :Mt~J.f!~illmiif~~ftiJfOO•zm~r~=~~JH! [An Examination ofwords coined by Wang Chong in
'Lun Heng': The development of disyllabicity in the Written Chinese of the Eastern Han Dynasty]", in:
Shengli Feng (ed.) Written Chinese: the Present and the Past [~~lH!fmilmiY-JHl..se:ft!Jl}f;l{]. Beijing:
Peking University Press, 2013.
57 Note that in the case of articles or lectures, differences occasioned by rhetoric or the author's habits and
personal style, even if they also concern linguistic style, belong to usage phenomena that lie outside the
scope of stylistic rules and should be investigated separately. See Harbsmeier, Christoph, ••zhao Qi
'Mengzi zhangju' zhushuyu de yuti yanjiu Mf!li «~T-~ilJ)) tl:ifAiil!IY-JmB.fiJf1L [A Study of the
commentary language in Zhao Qi's glossary of Mencius]", in: Shengli Feng (ed.), Hanyu shumianyu de
/ishi yu xianzhuang ~tmJfi:fiimiY-J~~:ftffl.W\ [Written Chinese: the present and the past], Beijing:
Peking University Press. 2013.
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58 Taken from the ""Learning from letter writing" episode of the Cultural Travels series broadcasted on
April 22, 20 13 on the CCTV 4 channel.

